
HOW TO WRITE A 4TH STEP INVENTORY

While writing out your inventory you will get to examine all your the place of doing the Fourth Step inventory as laid out
in the Big Book of AA.

You make a searching and fearless written inventory of your life, surveying or summarizing the thoughts,
events, emotions, and actions of your life, making your inventory as complete as possible. They were my
inspiration, my hope and my strength, and it was they who ultimately prepared me for this step. The left hand
page will be blank if you followed my previous suggestion. When you take inventory, you take notes or write
down ALL that you have on hand. The more honest we are in the process, the more likely we are to experience
the freedom that comes from working these steps. They provided an easy and simple way to constructively
review my past. You will continue with your original addiction or switch to another one. Most of the people
you will be relying on to guide you through Step Four probably believe there is no exact right or wrong way to
practice this step. We remember our struggles to find the willingness to complete this step. What feelings do
you have the most trouble allowing yourself to feel, and how do you act out? Active feelings are those that are
either on or just below the surface in your mind. There are two categories of feelings and mental information;
active and historical. I wore a mask, lived a lie, and still walked around with a big smile on my face pretending
all was well. The inventory of your life will be most effective if you write it. I was deluded. If I forget to put
the notebook away and someone happens to see it, the chances are that after flipping through a number of
blank pages in the front they will conclude that it is an unused notebook and put it down. Had I not been
drinking, my sexual life would have been healthier and more fulfilling. As you consider the magnitude of step
4 and the challenge it represents, think of how the Lord has helped you in each previous step. Because you
didn't get to express your opinion, what you would have said will continue to replay in your mind until you get
to say it. Grammar is not important. Did I lie to myself or to others? This is one of the great advantages of a
twelve-step fellowship. For example, let's suppose that you were having an argument with someone on the
phone and that person restated his opinion and then before you could state your opinion, your phone went
dead. Even though remembering the past may be painful, it can propel you into a new life of peace, as you
learn how to look back without staring. In fact, through the process of writing, I actually gained some
understanding and compassion for the people I resented. Remember to be honest and specific in your writing.
Click on the links and they will open and save or print a copy. Now you will begin to take responsibility for
past and current actions, even though you may need to acknowledge painful, embarrassing, or difficult events,
thoughts, emotions, or actions. Being honest with yourself about the sinful areas of your life can be terrifying.


